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ABSTRACT 

Marital work is an imporlant adjunct /0 tm individual treatment 
oflhe dissociative client. Tn this paper, we examine Kasww's (1982) 
standard of the "healthy" couple and the specific problems inherent 
in marital work with dissociative clients and their partners. We 
believe thai tm course of marital treatment needs to be kryed to the 
stages of tile individual treatment, altlwugh marital treatment can 
facililau the progress of individuallreatment as wea. We describe 
our approach including contextual principle.s, mariml dynamics, 
crmtributions from affect theory, and uJilizaJi()1t of hidden resources. 
Finally, we review some conlmverM in the [reid and expnss our 
opinWns based on our experiences. Marital work with dissociative 
clientl is still deuelbping as an approach, and there is much yet to 
be learned. 

INTRODUCTION 

Numerous aUlhors in the li tentture on dissociative dis
orders have addressed the marital issues of the dissociative 
client (Levenson & Berry, 1983; Kiuft, Braun, & Sachs, 1984; 
Sachs, 1986; Sachs, Frischholz, & Wood, 1988; Putnam, 1989; 
Panos, Panos, & Allred , 1990; Will iams, 1991; Benjamin & 
Benjami n, 1992, 1994c; Chiappa, 1993). Without exception , 
every autho r agrees that the diagnosis of a dissociative dis
order disrupts the marital homeostasis. Some authors view 
marital work as strictly supportive to the individual therapy 
of the dissociative client, but others see it as a more integral 
part of th e overall treatment plan. 
. Levenson and Berry (1983) di rected their therapeutic 
Interventions toward the couple rather than toward the indi
vidual wi th the Multiple Personali ty Disorder (MPD) (now 
renamed Dissociative Identity Disorder [DID]). Theysawthe 
marital and pare nt-child systems as maintaining the dis.'iO
ciative symptoms o f the MPD partner. Consequently, they 
~elieved that by addressing the homeostatic patterns and 
Interpersonal conflicts in the family, and particularly in the 

coupleship (a lesbian relationship), the dissociative symp
toms would abate . Ultimately, the couple terminated tJler
apy prematurely and the dissociative symptoms persisted. 
The authors acknowledged: ~Th e return to homeostasis and 
premature termination can also be seen as a consequence 
of the incomplete therapeutic work on Mary's [the partner 
with MPD] family oforigin~ (p. 80). 

Kluft e t al. (1984) recogn ized the predicament of the 
partne r of the dissociative clien L They acknowledged the 
benefi ts to the therapy of the individual client with mu lti
ple personality disorder when the significant o ther is sup
ported and provided with info rmatio n. They asserted that 
the best therapeutic outcome for the relationship occurred 
when the partner showed concern for all personalities, did 
not press sexual matters, restrained curiosity about past trau
mas, and focused on "here and now~ issues. They condud
ed that conventional marital therapy was best utilized in the 
post-integration phase of tllcrapy. 

Other writers (Sachs, 1986; Sachs et al., 1988; Putnam. 
1989) saw marital therapy as supportive of the individual 
therapy o f the MPD client. Coals of the manlal rreatment 
included educating the spouse, dealing with homeostatic 
disruptions. sharing though ts and feelings, and preventing 
the sabotage of the individual treatment. 

Although Panos et al. (1990) saw the individual thera
pywith the dissociative client as essential, they took a strong 
stand that mari tal therapy "should be a basic and necessary 
part of therapy, and not simply a supplement~ (p. 10). They 
reviewed what they considered to be the major treatment 
issues of marital interventions: educating the spouse, under
standing the petvaSion of stro ng affects across increasing 
numbers o f al ters as therapy progresses, handling conflict
ing demands, responding to chi ld al ters, supporting the sex
ual rela tio nship, adjusting to in tegrations, and dealing with 
impatie nce with the therape utic process. 

While Williams (1991) addressed broader family issues 
in the treatment ofMPD, she focused extensively on the mar
ital relationship. Work with families and partners has the 
potential to provide a sense of safety for the MPD client as 
the client proceeds through the therapeutic process. In addi
tion to considering the emotional impact of MPD on th e 
marital partne r and the family, she categorized themes o [ 
treatment: education , li mit-setting, contracts, map ping the 
system, knowledge of the trauma history, play and intima
cy, and needs. She also ac knowledged that partners have 
their own family h istories which contribute to the equilib
rium or disequilibrium of the family. 
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Chiappa ( 1993) examined a likely homeostatic family 
pattern after a diagnosis of a dissociative disorder is made 
in a marilal partner: a sick-well imbalance between the part
ners, a preoccupation with the symptomatic member, an 
increasing narcissism in the identifi ed patient, and an 
increasing co-dependcncy in the ''well '' partnerwith an accom
panying avoidance of his own issues. In contrast, a success-. 
fultreatmentoutcome would include: balance and reciproc
ity in the coupleship, appropriate generational boundaries 
between parentsandchildren,deparcntificdtion of the chi l
dren , and maturi ty of the adullS. He viewed reorganization 
of the family system as occurring with a focus on partners' 
communication skills, intimacy and sexuality, and the indi
vidual issues of the non-dissociative partner. 

In our first article in this series on dissociative families 
(Benjamin & Benjamin , 1992), we also advocated the inclu
sio n of marital therapy in the overall treaunent plan of the 
dissociative cliem. We stated that it was our belief that mar
ital interventions would facilitate the individual therapy of 
the dissociative clien t, promote the growth of the other part
ner, and enhance the marital relationship. Additionally, we 
(Benjamin & Benjamin, 1994e) have developed a classifI
cation system, based on our experiences in our ongoing (since 
1986) group forpartnersofdissociative clients, of seven types 
of partners who tend to marry dissociativc clients. Th ese 
types include: new abusers, caretakers, "damaged goods, ~ 
obsessives, paranoids, schizotypaJ roommates, and closet dis
soclatives. In our discussion, we examined the homeostatic 
patterns of each couple-type that helps to maintain both the 
symptomatology of the client with the dissociative disorder 
and the symptomatology of the partner. In other words, we 
endorse the view that a complemenlarity of needs exists in 
marital relationsh ips. Thus, we think that an optimaJ out
come in therapy is most likely if the issues of both partners 
are addressed and attention is paid to the marriage. Please 
note that the use of femin ine and masculine pronouns is 
completely arbitrary because the dissociative client may be 
female or male. 

THE HEALTHY COUPLE 

Kaslow (1982) studied the literature on the healthy fam
ily, and formula ted a portrai t of the heaJthy couple. It is 
important to notc here that "healthy" is nctsynonymous with 
"well-functioning. ~Coldberg (1982) noted that very unhealthy 
couples can function well as long as their need comple
mentarity is compatible. We have summarized Kaslow's find
ings because we believe that it is important to establish goals 
before endeavoring to do marital work. WhileChiappa (1993), 
in the dissociative literature, made an effort to provide an 
outline of a healthy couple, Kaslow ( 1982), in the family 
therapy literature, elaborated on a model in considerable 
detail. Her eight observations are: 
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I ) A SyslnnsOrientalion. The individuals in the cou~ 
plesee lhemselvesasspecial to each other. There 
is an equitable balance of sh aring and giving. 
As a unit, they are responsive to outside input 
but stable enough to provide safety and stabil-

ityforeach other. There is mutual trust, respect, 
and interest, but privacy is honored. They view 
the relationship as ever-changing with a need 
for periodic renegoLiation of expectations. 

2) BoundaneJ. Each adult in the couple is com
fortablcwith his/ her own identity. They do not 
need their children to parent them or hold them 
together by deve lopi ng symptoms or by becom
ing the scapegoats. They do not require that 
their children meet the ir sexual needs. They 
encourage their children to engage in age-appro
priate activities. They care for their own aging 
parents but do not allow them to intrude on 
the couples' commitment to each other. Each 
partner participates in a sexual relationship 
which expresses affection, sensuality, love, and 
playfulness. Sex is not used to hurt the other 
partner or to avoid resolving problems. 

3) Cmnmunication. Communication between part
ners is clear, direct, and consistenL The con
tent and intent of verbal and nonverbal mes
sages are in agreement. Partner feedback and 
clarification are welcome. There is an acknowl
edgement that each partner can have a differ
ent perspective or opinion. The partners rec
ognize that problems arise from circular 
causation (behavior occurs in repetitive feed
back loops), no t from linear causation (a sin
gle cause leads to the effect). Proble ms get 
resolved rather than being allowed to build up 
over time. 

4) Power. Each partner has a sense of poten cy and 
competency. Each takes responsibility for 
thoughts, feelings, and actions and does not 
project onto the other, try to read the other' s 
mind, or think that the other ought to read 
his/her mind because of me love between them. 
Being right and maintaining control are less 
important than equal ity and mutual support. 
Although the couple is intimate, each can man
age on his own and can find new meaning in 
life if the situation arises. The parmers nurture 
the relationship at every stage in the lifecyde. 

5) Affective Issues. A wide range of emotions arc 
accepted and expressed. Fun is encouraged and 
losses can be dealt with. 

6) Effective Models fClr Coping. When faced with life 
stresses, healthy couples are not afraid to reach 
o ut to extrafamilial people and resources. 

7) Negotiation and Task Performance. This skill calls 
for listening to each other 's perspective and 
resolving impasses. 



8) A Transcendental Value System. The partners 
share a value system that infuses meaning and 
purpose in their lives. 

PROBLEMATIC AREAS 

The Dissociative Client 
The therapist who does marital work with a dissociative 

client is in a peculiar predicament: he attempts to do inter
personal therapy with a client who subjectively does not feel 
wlwle. A refrain that we often hear from dissociative clients 
is: "I feel like I am in pieces." 

We would like to examine some of the possible reasons 
why it is often so trying to work with a coupleship in which 
one partner (or both) is dissociative. There are many symp
toms (Steinberg, 1993) and issues that interfere with such 
a couple's attaining the profile that Kaslow (1982) depict
ed. These include: 

1) Amnesia. Forgettinginterlereswith relationships. 
A person who loses periods of time cannot be 
fully present in a relationship. 

2) Depersonalization. An individual with a dissocia
tive disorder often feels as though she is out
side of her body or as though body parts are 
changing in size (American Psychiatric 
Association, 1994; Steinberg, 1993). She may 
feel as though her behavior or her emotions 
are outside of her control. She may act inap
propriately at times, which interferes with her 
relationships. 

3) Derealization. Sometimes the person with a dis
sociative disorder does not recognize signifi
cant people like partnersorchildren (American 
Psychiatric Association, 1994; Steinberg, 1993). 
~Not knowing" interferes with genuine relat
edness. 

4) ldentilyDisturbance. The person with adissociative 
disorder does not have a secure sense of self 
(American Psychiatric Association, 1994; 
Steinberg, 1993). Often, there are stIugglesgoing 
on inside the person's head. Intrapsychic argu
ments and chaos stop a person from attending 
to the needs of another. 

5) Alter Personalities and Switching. Individuals with 
Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID), (previously 
Multiple Personality Disorder [MPD) have 
numerous intrapsychic alters or "personality 
states" (American PsychiatricAssociation, 1994) 
that represent a multitude of psychodynamic 
issues. Alters have varying relationships with a 
partner including erotic ones, disdainful ones, 
dismissing ones, and complete renunciation 
(Putnam, 1989). Switching from alter to alter 
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results in rapid mood fluctuation and inabili
tytofunction (Putnam, 1988, 1989). Such incon
sistency is not consonant with sustaining a sta
ble relationship. 

6) Cognitive Distortions. Distortions in thinking 
affect relationships (Fish-Murray, Koby, & van 
der Kolk, 1987; Fine, 1988, 1990; Briere, 1992). 
They do not allow for multiple perspectives or 
a belief in circular causality (the recognition 
that behavior occurs in repetitive feedback 
loops). 

7) Multiple Transferences. Because of the many 
alters, dissociative clients have many compli
cated transferences (Wilbur, 1984, 1988; 
Loewenstein, 1993; Putnam, 1989). Transference 
phenomena are intense toward family mem
bers and toward the therapist. Conversely, this 
situation increases the intensity of the coun
tertransference issues (Comstock, 1991; Davis 
& Osherson, 1977; Kluft, 1984b, 1989; Putnam, 
1989; Watkins & Watkins, 1984). 

8) Unresolved Trauma. The development of disso
ciative disorders has to do with the lack of res
olution of chronic traumas in childhood (Kluft, 
1984a, 1984b, 1984c; Putnam, 1989). Ithas been 
found that unresolved chronic childhood trau
ma has deleterious effects on social function
ing (Cole & Putnam, 1992; Briere, 1992; Putnam 
& Trickett, 1993) . 

9) Attachment. The attachment literature indicates 
that without intervention, early attachment 
styles persist throughout the lifespan (Ainsworth, 
1985; Collins & Read, 1990; Feeney & Noller, 
1990), and attachment patterns are transgen
erational (Bowlby, 1973; Main & Goldwyn, 
1984; Ricks, 1985; Sroufe & Fleeson, 1986; 
Zeanah &Zeanah, 1989). Barach (1991) viewed 
a detached attachment as afirst step toward the 
development of a dissociative disorder, and Liotti 
(1992) sawthe disorganized/disoriented attach
ment as having a role in the etiology of a dis
sociative disorder. In either case, the insecure 
attachmentstylesofdissociativedientscontribute 
to unhealthy relationships. 

10) Affect Problems. Individuals with dissociative dis
orders have difficultywith affect. Braun (1988a; 
1988b) conceptualized MPD as a disruption of 
the normally integrative functions of behavior , 
affect, sensation, and knowledge (the BASK 
model of dissociation). Particular affect states 
often tend to be walled off and manifested by 
alter states. Separation of affect states interferes 
with affect control and modulation. Numbing 
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is often used as a defense againstafTcct (Stone, 
] 993). At the opposite end of the pole is affect 
overload. Associations to past traumas can be 
experienced as flashbacks or intrusive memo
ries. T hese reliving experiences may lead 1.0 exag
gerated startle responses or irritability (Stone, 
1993). Such behaviors remove the person from 
the present and contribute to a sense of over
whclming distress. Theinabilil)'toregulateaITect 
results in inconsistency of mood which under
mines relatedness. 

11 ) SMfM. Individuals with d issociative disordeflli 
often operate from a base of shame. A sense of 
self-defectiveness leads them to defend them
selves from others in one offourunhealthyways: 
by withdrawing, attacking others, attacking the 
self, o r avoiding dealing with relevant inter
personal situations with others (Nathanson, 
1992, 1993). All four defenses serve to separate 
them fro m their parOlers. 

12) Trust Issues. Individuals who have been severe
ly traumatized have had their trust reservoirs 
eroded (Cotroneo, 1986). Earlychronic betray
al by significant others impedes trust in other 
relationships such as marriage. Sometimes pre
viously exploited individuals try to rebalance 
o ld relational injustices by exacting an unfair 
debt from the marital partner rather than fro m 
the original abusers. Such a stance of "d estruc
tiveen tiliement" (Boszormenyi-Nagy& Krasner, 
1986; Boszormenyi-Nagy & Ulrich , 1981 ; 
Boszormenyi-Nagy, Grunebaum, & Ulrich, 
1991) makes marital relating difficult. 

The Dissociative Client's Partner 
Putnam (1989) noted that "MPD patients often marry 

spouses with a significant amount of psychopathology" (p. 
268). Based on our clinical obselVation, we have described 
seven types of partners that are attracted to dissociative mates. 
Each o f these types interacts in some waywith the MPD spouse 
to maintain the marital homeostasis (Benjamin & Benj amin , 
1994c). Moreover, each type of partner brings his own per
sonal un resolved issues fro m childhood into Lhe marriage. 
Tbe mate may he depressed, alcoholic, abusive, paranoid, 
or co-dependent in some way. Other mates may be hidden 
dissociatives who suffer from many of the same symptoms 
as the identified client. 

COURSE OF TREATMENT 

Many authors (Sachs, 1986; Sachs et ai, 1988; Panos et 
a l. , 1990; Williams, 1991 ; Benjamin & Benjamin, 1992, 
1994b) have elaborated on the goals or th e mes of marital 
treatment. Rather Lhan discussing those themes, we will com
mcnt o n the course of marital treatmen t. It is o ur observa
tion that marital treatment proceeds in stages. These stages 
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follow the sequence of the individual treatment (Braun , 1986; 
Putnam, 1989; Kiuft, 1993). The time of diagnosis and the 
initial stages (preliminary interventions and bistory-gather
ing) of therapy are best sClVcd by marital sessions in which 
support and education are provided . In this part of th cra
py, the "here and now~ aspeCLS of the marriage need to be 
dealt with (Sachsetal. , 1988). As the individual therapy pro
ceeds to the processing and metabolizing of traumas, the 
no n-dissociative spouse may ex perience a considerable 
amount of affect contagion (Figley & McCubbin. 1983; Figley, 
1985,1988; Donaldson & Gardner, 1985; MallZ & Holman, 
]987; Courtois, 1988; McCann & Pearlman, 1990; Carro ll , 
Foy, Cannon & Zweir, 1991; Harris, 1991 ; Dyregrov & 
Mitchell, 1992). Marital treatment should continue to be 
supponive and educational. Ifindicated , the spouse may be 
referred forindividual treatment. Only when both partners 
n ear the recovery stage of thcrapy can traditional marital 
therapy be effective. It is very difficult to work interperson
ally until intrapsychic wholeness is ach ieved or nearly 
achieved . It may he that Leven son and Berry's (1983) 
altempt to do conventional marital therapy without indi
vidual work overwhelmed the marital partnefllihip as wen as 
each individual 's intrapsychic structures. 

PERSPEcrIVES ON TREATMENT 

We have a number of goals in the marital treatme nt of 
dissociative clients. Our overall goal is to build trust in the 
relationship. With the establishment of trust, we work to 
approximate Kaslow's (1982) profile of the healthy couple. 
In that way, we seek to enhance the couple relationsh ip, the 
growth o f each individual partner, and, in lhe case of ch il
dren, the parem-child relationship. 

A Contextual Approach 
As we have previously written (Benjamin & Benjamin , 

1994d), we believe th at the contextual approach of 
Boszormenyi-Nagy and colleagues (Boszormenyi-Nagy & 
Spark, 1973/1984; Boszormenyi-Nagy & Ulrich, 198 1; 
Boszormcnyi-Nagy & Krasner , 1986; Boszormenyi-Nagy, 
Cru nebaum, & Ulrich, 199 1) is particularly weU-suiled to 
marital thernpywith dissociative couples. In a ll stages of mar
ital work. we try to build trust. We believe that it is especial
ly important to avoid any interventions that could be con
strued as tricky, parddoxical, o r manipula tive. These types 
of intetventions threaten the basic trust which is already 
extremely fragile in the d issociative client and in th e mari
tal relationship. Even though such interventions are rather 
standard in many schools offam ily treaunent, we think they 
are fraught with danger and best avoided in work with dis
S()ciative couples. Consequently, we adhere to a relalional
Iy eth ical therapeutic stance: 

Multidirected Partiality. We are partial to each individual in 
the room and to those people o utside of the therapy room 
who might be affected by our inte rve ntion. We side with 
each member of the coupleship, and we also require !.hat 
each be accountable to self, o th er, and children. We are 
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both empathic (nonjudgmental and accepting) , and we cred
it the struggles and injustices suffered by each partner and 
the couple. 

Transgenerational Stance. We acknowledge the transgenera
tional relational injustices for both partners. If the couple 
has children, we explore expectations and developmental 
issues. Encouraging children to give to the family in devel
opmentally sound and appropriate ways builds trust in the 
parent-child relationship. Stopping patterns of exploitation 
and parentification of children helps parents to feel respon
sible and caring. 

RclationalResources. Helping marital partners become aware 
of their own relational resources for contributing to the cou
ple relationship builds trust. For example, when a partner 
can acknowledge the other's perspective (withoutnecessarily 
agreeing with it), he earns credit. When an individual earns 
credit, it increases his sense of self-worth. When the other 
partner's perspective is acknowledged by a mate, she begins 
to be able to trust the mate more, and the overall relation
ship seems more trustworthy. 

In our previous paper (Benjamin & Benjamin, 1994d), 
we detailed the application of contextual principles to dis
sociative disorders from the point of view of the individual 
treatmen t. Consequently, we will not examine those princi
ples in depth here. However, we will comment briefly from 
a couples' perspective on a few of the guidelines that we fol
low: 

Giving and Receiving. We work to sensitize couples to how 
fair giving and receiving between them builds an ethically 
responsible relationship. Where one partner overgives and 
the other undergives, we try to help the individuals bring 
more balance into the relationship. When one partner is 
too incapacitated to give (perhaps because of hospitaliza
tion) , we may frame the hospital stay as "giving" because the 
dissociative individual is committing herself to getting well. 
Likewise, the non-dissociative partner is giving the gift of 
support to help his mate heal by carrying a disproportion
ate share of family care. This contribution of committing 
extra time to the family and of providing financial resources 
over an extended term also needs to be acknowledged and 
appreciated. Moreover, this kind of support (in contrast to 
trying to be a ~therapist-spouse" who demands a detailed 
account of the dissociative mate's trauma exploration) is a 
constructive way for the partner to assist the therapy. The 
partner may see himself as the eventual beneficiaryofa whole, 
healed spouse who will credit him for his loving support 
while she unden¥entan extended, painful , and difficult ther
apeutic operation, which might be best described as a psy
chic reconstructive plastic surgery. Ultimately, both partners 
learn that they receive through their giving. 

Entitlement. Each member of the coupleship has a position 
with reg-J.rd to healthy entitlement. Cotroneo (1986) has 
defi ned entitlement as "the freedom to give and askin trust" 
(p. 418). When a person cares about another person in a 

relationship, the person earns constructive entitlement and 
is free to claim reciprocal care. Often when a person has 
been hurt in previous relationships (e.g., in childhood), the 
person feels entitled to hurt others in a substitutive way. 
Actingon that entitlement is called ~destructive entitlement" 
(Boszormenyi-Nagy & Krasner, 1986; Boszormenyi-Nagy & 
Ulrich, 1981; Boszormenyi-Nagy, Grunebawn, & Ulrich, 1991), 
and it erodes trust in relationships. In our experience, it is 
common for an individual who has been exploited in child
hood to seek revenge in the marital relationship. The ther
apist has the job of helping the partners appreciate the ori
gin of destructive en titlemen t and of balancing self-protection 
and self-growth with care for the other (Cotroneo, 1986). 
Entitlement that is earned through giving and caring for 
others is a motivator of positive action (Boszormenyi-Nagy, 
Grunebaum, & Ulrich, 1991 ). 

Loyalty. Individuals feel an obligation to significant others 
in their lives, especially to their parents. These loyalties may 
be in or out ofa person's awareness, and they may be direct 
or indirect. Often these loyalties block commitment to a cur
rent relationship. For example, sometimes we work with a 
marital pair in which one partner reports that her family dis
approved intensely of her choice of a mate. Seemingly dis
loyal to her parents, she married her partner anyway. 
However, she demonstrated indirect loyalty by sabotaging 
her relationship with her partner (e.g., by having an extra
marital affair, by engaging in incest with a child, by con
stantly criticizing her partner and making him miserable, 
etc.). 

When a couple has children, they need to be aware of 
their own children's loyalty bonds to them as parents. 
Children are so loyal to their parents that they can easily be 
exploited through parentification (Cotroneo, 1986; Benjamin 
& Benjamin, 1994d). When parents are in constant conflict 
with each other, children get caught in a "split loyalty" trap 
(Boszormenyi-Nagy & Ulrich, 1981; Boszormenyi-Nagy & 
Krasner, 1986; Cotroneo, 1986; Boszormenyi-Nagy, 
Grunebaum,&Ulrich, 1991;Benjamin&Benjamin, 1994d). 
When they feel they must choose between father or moth
er, their trust is damaged. 

Exoneration. Appreciation of the circumstances that lead to 
a person's actions allows for relational healing to take place. 
Although such appreciation is not blanket forgiveness, it can 
ultimately lead to forgiveness between partners. For exam
ple, when a partner feels shut out of an intimate relation
ship with his wife as she metabolizes the past traumas in her 
own life, he may become resentful and bitter.lfhe can appre
ciate, however, how she was brutally and chronically sexu
ally victimized and robbed of trust, h e may be able to appre
ciate her circumstances. His acceptance of her needs for 
privacy and space to heal, even though it bars him from an 
exclusive role as her trusted confidant (as in large measure 
this role is ceded to the therapist), earns him constructive 

. entitlement. However, he can maintain the hope that by 
presently conceding the role of confidant to the therapist 
to expedite healing, he himself will eventually occupy that 
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role. This exoneration of his partner renders him a trust
worthy person. As the wife resolves her own past issues, she 
is more likely to trust her husband and allow intimacy with 
him. 

AccountalJility. Clients with dissociative disorders have been 
severely victimized. They may in many ways act on their past 
exploitations through loyalties to their abusers or with 
destructive en titlemen l. Accou ntabili ty offe rs the client (and 
her partner) an e thical option to change behavior. Becoming 
accountable fo r one's actions earns a person constructive 
enti tlemen t. For example, when each par tner can acknowl
edge th e hurLS they have perpelralcd on each other (step 
one) and makeacommitmentlochange their behavior (step 
two), they are choosing to take responsibility for their 
actions. This atti tude and commitmentempower clien ts and 
help them move fro m a victim stance to a survivor stance 
(Benjamin & Benjamin, 1994d). 

In the third phase of marital work, which dovetails with 
the in tegration-resolution p hase (Kluft, 1993) and beyond, 
the therapist can help the couple work in a more transac
tional d imension (Boszormenyi-Nagy & Krasner, 1986; 
Boszormenyi-Nagy, Grunebaum, & Ulrich, 1991). The pro
cess o f "self-d.e1 ineation" of each partner has to do with the 
boundaries between the partners. It is not possible to deliIl
eate between "me " and "not me" in the earlier stages of ther
apy when a dissocia tive person 's identity is not yet whole. 
Helping the clients understand how to be part of a unit as 
well as be separate is a major step in marital work. The para
dox is that being in relationship fosters the process of self
delineation (Boszormenyi-Nagy & Krasner, 1986). Other trans
actional dynamics include communication skills, power 
transaclions, role assign ments, and fa mily organization. 
While some of these ffisues may have come up earlier in mar
ital treatment, they can be examined in a new and more 
meaningful way once the dissociative client has achieved (or 
nearly achieved ) integration and the other partner has felt 
the relationsh ip is more stable. 

Marital Dynamics: Power/Control 
Goldberg (1982) has elabof'dted on six dynamics of mar

ital interaction that surface repeatedly in work with couples: 
Power or Control, Nurture, Intimacy, Trust. Fidelity, and 
Life-Style and Sense of Order. We have briefly touched on 
some of these the mes in a previous paper (Benjamin & 
Benjamin, 1994c). A full discussion of these six marital dynam
ics in dissociative couples is beyond the scope of this article. 
We will, however, comment here on how these dynamics fit 
in to the timingof maritaJ treatment through a more detai led 
exploration of one of these issues: power/controL Thisdynam
ic has important implications for the course of treatment. 

While couples that contain a dissociative partner have 
the extraordinary task of dealing with the dissociative symp
tomsand the past traumas, they also have the ordinarydilem
mas that face all couples. When dealing wirh any of these 
issues, we follow the overall contextua1 approach that we 
outl ined previously: multidirected partiali ty, a transgenera
tion a! stance, and attention to all potential relational 
resources. 
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As the individual(s) and the couple proceed through 
the various stages of therapy, each of Goldberg's (1982) six 
dynamics changes, takes on different meaning, and n eeds 
to be reworked or reconsidered. To demonstrate this pro
cess, we can examine the dimension of power/controL Early 
in thempy, a hostile alter may be especially angry and resenl
fuJ. She may believe that she was exploited previously by 
powerful people, that inside a1ters threaten her control. and 
that the partner (who she feels she is not married to) is con
trolling and too powerful. Thus, the fear oflosing power is 
amplified, and the hostilealter actsoutin ways to grab power. 
At this early stage, the therapist in rhe marital session may 
have to work with the hostile alter in the presence of the 
partner. Typically, rhisalter actuallyrepresentsascared child 
who felt powerless in the face of childhood abuse and who 
countered this terror by adapting an "identificaLion with the 
aggressor" seance. Demonstrating partiality to that alter (as 
well as to all other alters) models for the partner how to 
credit and be empathic. H also alerts the partner to the dis
sociative mate'ssubmerged se nsi tivity to the issue of power. 
It helps him to avo id discounting his mate and stumbling 
into a hidden minefield. Of cou rse, the therapistalso demon
Strates partiality to the non-dissociative partner and to his 
struggles. In time, with collaboration between individual and 
conjoint thempy, there may be a mitigation of the fear of 
loss of power of the particular alter. The alter may become 
more amicable in the relationship even if at that time she 
subjectively believes that she is not married! A~ integration 
approaches, the dissociative mate resolves these issues, and 
both the aherand the issue represented become more accept
able to the emerging who leness of the self and, hopefully, 
to the non-dissociative partner. The increasingly healthy indi
vidual and well-function ing couple can then deal with the 
power balance in a more o ptimal way as in Kaslow's (1983) 
description. 

Power and conlrol issues continue to surface in all phas
es of the therapy in different ways. The different marital 
types (Benj amin & Benjamin, 1994c) may demonstrate dif
ferent problems with power. The dissociative client may fee l 
that she is rendered too powerful because her partner can
not make decisions or deal with social relations (schizotypal 
and paranoid partners) , affect (obsessive partner) , his defi
ciencies (~damagedgoods1 , or his dissociative defenses (clos
et dissociative). Using the same approaches (multid irected 
partia li ty, a u-a.nsgenerational stance. and atten tion to rela
tional resources), these power issues need to be open ly 
explored in the marital therapy. Only when both clients have 
a sufficiently in tact sense of self can the thcntpist begin to 
examine power issues in a conventional way. As Goldberg 
(1982) in dicated, power struggles occur not because each 
partner wants control over the other. but because each part
ner fears being controlled by the other. Ultimately. both 
partners need to experience a sense of personal con trol as 
well as feel that they can share control. Often the ind ividu
al therapeutic process builds a sense of self-power th ro ugh 
sclf-growth. Learning how to be mutually respectful, sup
portive, and inclusive may require practice as well as aware
ness. 



Dealing With Affect 
Affective dyscontrol is a major issue in the treatment of 

dissociative disorders. The fluctuation between being affec
lively numb and overwhelmed by affect can throw a rela
tionship into a tailspin . Additionally, the distressed affect 
that accompanies many of the stages of therapy may be infec
tious to the partne r and to other members o f the househ old. 
Cl ien ts with DID often exhibit all of th e j onate negative affects 
that Tomkins (1963, 1991) described: fcar / terror, distress/ 
anguish , anger I rage, shame/ humiliation , dissmell, and dis
guSl. 

Kelly (1993) pointed out thal the in terplay between innate 
affectssuppons intimacy. In many dyads in which onc ofLhe 
partners is dissocia tive, intimacy is a problem. Kelly ( 1993) 
went on to note that failures of intimacy result from a lack 
of interpersonal skills to: 

1) maximize positive interpersonal affect; 

2) minimize negative interpersonal affect; 

3) minimize the inhibition of interpersonal affect. 

Early in treatment, before interpersonal skills are well
established, these same rules apply to th e intra-alter system. 
The twin processes of empalhy and credi ting by a therapist 
o r by a partner can he lp in this regard. Both partners need 
to find ways of self-ca ring and caring fo r the olher that max
imize positive affec t. Sometimes finding extrafamilial sup
POrtS decrease negative affect. Successes in parenting can 
also aid in maximizing positive affect (Benjamin & Benjamin , 
1994e, 1994f). 

Dissociative partners have affects th at have been walled 
off. Marital sessio ns can o ffer a safe place for those affects 
to emerge. Early in treatment, it may be helpful for a part
ner to intentct with alters who hold encapsulated affect states. 
But it needs to be clear to both partners that over the course 
of therapy, more regulation, modulation, and blending of 
affect will occur. The partner, too, is en couraged to be less 
inhibited about interpersonal affect as the dissociative clien t 
is better equipped to handle emotions in a non-dissocia tive 
and constructive fashion. 

In the later stages of marital work, the issues aro und 
afTect can be revisited. With a strengthened in trapsychic sta
bility and an ability to interact interpersonally, the couple 
can come upwith their own waysofincreasingpositiveaffect, 
decreasing negative affect, and minimizing the inhibition 
of negative affect. 

Hidden Couple Resources 
In work with couples, it behooves the therapist to locate 

any hidden resources (Karpel, 1986) that can propel the 
therapy toward an optimal outcome. In our own work with 
cou ples in which one member is dissociative , we have found 
several resources within the family: 

I ) Willingmss to Explure tJu Relationship. The rela
tionship between a dissociative clie nt and his 
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partner can be extremely stressful. Willingness 
on th e part of both partn ers to remain in the 
relationship and explore it is a major resource 
(Beavers, 1982). It bespeaks a commitment to 
the current bond asweU asan o penness to face 
and make major transformations. 

2) Need Complementarity. The typology of mari tal 
dynamics (Benjamin & Benjamin, 1994c) can 
either be seen as a list of deficiencies in the 
couple or as a resource to un derstand th e cou
ple's need complemen tarity and why the rela
tionship functions the way it does. The ho me
ostasis is upset at many junctures during the 
course of therapy. Understanding needs al the 
outset can help the clients fulfill them in healthy 
ways. 

3) Surviv<tfShifJlR£siliency. Theadaptational pauerns 
of the traumasUivivor indicate a scnse of inter
nal strength. That strength and resiliency in 
the face of overwhelming stress can be credit
ed and drawn upon as the dissociative client 
proceed s through marital therapy. 

4) Children. Most couples want their children to 
g row u p in d eve lo p me ntally sound ways. 
Childre n in a famil y, therefore , can operate as 
a motivating force to optimize the couples' work. 
The knowledge that a healthy marital rela
tionship contributes to a child's well-being pro
vides th erapeutic leverage (Boszormenyi-N agy 
& Ulrich , 1981; Boszormenyi-Nagy, Grunebau m, 
& Ulrich , 1991 ). 

OUR VIEWS ON CURRENT CONTROVERSIAL 
ISSUES IN MARITAL AND FAMILY TREATMENT 

The Number of Therapists 
Chiappa ( 1993) has taken a strong stand against one 

thentpist being both the individual thentpist and the fanli
Iy thentpist fo r the DID client. We prefer to be less absolute. 
The number of therapists that ought to be involved in any 
family depends on the style and orientation of the the ra
pists, the complexity of the case, and practical matters (su ch 
as the aV'.lllability of another experienced therapist with whom 
to closely collaborate) . In some cases, one of us works with 
the individ ual DID client, as well as with other gro upings of 
the same fam ily. In other cases, o ne of us sees the individu
al DID clie nt and the other does the family/ marital work. 

We believe that it can be a profound disservice to the 
family to have too many therapists involved in the care of a 
fami ly. We know of cases in which there is one therapist for 
the DID individual, a different ther.tpistfor the partner, o ne 
for each chi ld , and one for the fa mily/ couple to do the fam
ily or marital lhe rapy! We thin k that such a situation may 
preclude adequate collaboration among therapists and frag-
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ments the family. 

H()W to lrwolve Alters in the Marriage 
In our opinion, it is up to the individual client whether 

or not to involve al ters in the marital work. Some dissocia
tive clients W"<lnt their alters listened to/talked to by their 
partners while oiliers regard their alters as in temal phenomena 
and view being called by separate nam es as intrusive. 
Regardless of the individual dissociative client's preference, 
we have clear expectations that as therapy proceeds these 
allers will progress and change. We are careful not to reity 
alters, heightening the possibility of regression in the dis
sociative client and of exploitation by the partner. We are 
careful toseta tone that indicates that dissociation happened 
because of pas' trauma. We recognize it for what it is now: 
an outmoded coping mechanism. We move toward a future 
of blending, joining, and healing so the dissociative client 
can become one healthy person. 

How Allen Relate to Oiildren 
Simjlarto Chiappa (1993) and contrary to Williams (1991), 

we do not involve children in relating differently to alters. 
We try to sensitize the couple to the dangers of parentifica
tion and strongly recommend that alters appropriate to the 
task of parenting remain in control when relating to chil
dren. The couple is encouraged to work as a team in par
enting (Benjamin & Benjamin, 1994e, 1994f). We believe 
that it is important to keep generational boundaries clear. 
At home, the parent is a parent, not a patien L 

How the Couple Relates to the Dissociative 
Partner's Family of Origin 

In our opinion, the decision about whether or not to 
have a relationship with the dissociative client's family of ori
gin must be individualized in each case. We cannot presume 
that trauma necessarily originated in the home (KIuft, 
1984a). Oflen, in our experience, parental culpability was 
confined to neglect or inattention to the needs of the child, 
and not necessarily to volitional mistreatment. While some 
families may well have been abusive in the past, the situa
tion in the present may be quite different. In many cases, 
renewing a relationsh ip on different terms can be healing 
to the dissociative client, and extended family members can 
become important resources in th e recovery process. 
Sometimes exoneration of a parent's past hurts can help a 
dissociative cl ient exonerate herself for hurts that she has 
inmcted on others (Benjamin & Benjamin, 1994d). 

In some cases, members ofa dissociative client's family 
of origin continue to be frankly dangerous and, if given the 
opportunity, will readily resume exploitation of the client 
or the client's children. In those cases, the only safe cours
es are to have a distant and guarded relationship or to have 
no relationsh ip at a ll . This latter step, however, is not to be 
taken lightly. Except in cases of clear and present danger or 
threat to the client or the grandchildren, we recommend a 
morc measured, "wait and see" approach. in some cases, we 
are willing to have sessions which include members of the 
dissociative cl ien t's family of origin to help clarify the situa
tion. 
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In the terminology of contextual therapy, exoneration, 
as we explained previously in the context of the coupleship, 
means an ethical appreciation of the circumstances that lead 
to a person's actions (Boszormenyi-Nagy & Ulrich, 1981; 
Boszormenyi-Nagy & Krasner, 1986; Boszormenyi-Nagy, 
Grunebaum, & Ulrich, 1991). In all cases, we believe that it 
is important for the dissociative clie nt to exonerate (in this 
specific sense) members of the clie nt's family of origin. It is 
not healthy for the dissociative client and her partner to col
lude in blaming the family of origin for !.he client's disso
ciative disorder without focusing on changing their own cir
cumstances and changing the client's symptoms. That kind 
of myopic united stand against the "bad guys" can become 
a pathological glue that holds the marriage together. But 
this union CQmesat the cost of maintaining a paranoid stance 
that blocks the couple from maturing into a more functional 
entity that can relate appropriately to the outside world. 

CONCLUSION 

Marital treatment with a dissociative clien t and her part
ner is a challenging task. It needs to be keyed to the course 
of the individual ther<lpyofthe dissociative partner. A healthy 
marriage serves to provide a secure base for both partners 
so they can each grow separately and as a couple. Marital 
therapy and individual therapy operate as a synergistic pro
cess, each propelling the other forward. 

We have touched on a number of significant issues in 
our work with dissociative marriages. This area is one which 
calls for additional clinical observations and e mpirical 
research . • 
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